
SIGNIFICANTLY LESS WATER
At the same application density, MillPro utilizes as much as 

83% less water to extinguish the same fire. 

REMARKABLY FASTER COOLING 
At the same application density of 0.30 gpm/ft2, the 

temperature of the MillPro TS-EA drops to 118˚F in 10 seconds,  

3 times faster than plain water.

MILLPRO TS-EA: 
MILLPRO TEMPERATURE SUPPRESSANT ENCAPSULATING AGENT 

RAPID COOLING: Tests show that MillPro TS-EA consumes six to ten times more heat than
plain water. In seconds, this rapidly cools the fuel and surrounding structures preventing reignition.

The MillPro TS-EA molecule offers a unique cooling mechanism. First, MillPro TS-EA reduces the surface tension 
of the water, decreasing the droplet size and creating more water surface area. This results in better fuel 
penetration and increased cooling capability. The  MillPro TS-EA molecule is a large, amphipathic molecule 
having both a polar head and a nonpolar tail. The hydrophilic, polar head instantly attaches to the small water 
droplets, completely enveloping them. The hydrophobic, nonpolar tails protrude from the droplets seeking other 
molecules to attach to, such as carbonaceous molecules.  

What differentiates MillPro TS-EA is that by modifying the water droplet with MillPro TS-EA molecules on the 
droplet surface, we are modifying the heat reduction mechanism of the droplet. Plain water droplets reduce heat 
through steam conversion of the droplet’s surface molecules, whereas agent water droplets reduce heat through 
thermal conveyance of the heat to the internal portion of the droplet. The thermal conductivity properties of 
water are somewhat inefficient. By replacing the water molecule on the surface of the droplet with MillPro TS-EA 
molecules we have modified the thermal conductivity and heat reduction dynamics of the droplet. 

ENCAPSULATION:  Encapsulator technology more efficiently and effectively manages heat,
while minimizing water used. 

Another unique characteristic of MillPro TS-EA is encapsulation. The tiny water droplets are surrounded by 
MillPro TS-EA molecules with polar tails, seeking carbonaceous molecules. The tails attach to the carbonaceous 
molecules, forming micelles or chemical cocoons. The fuel becomes neutralized and nonflammable. 

The MillPro TS-EA water droplet is able to efficiently convey the thermal energy into the internal portion of the 
droplet. Testing has shown that the heat reduction capabilities of the agent water droplet are 6-10 times greater 
than a plain water droplet. This heat reduction range is a function of droplet size. Smaller droplets have more 
surface area per volume of water allowing more agent molecules. This results in more efficient heat reduction.  
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Noncorrosive
MillPro TS-EA is not corrosive to equipment, providing many benefits to the end user. Test results show that MillPro TS-EA 
has no more of a corrosive effect on equipment than plain water. F-500 actually acts as a lubricant and cleaning agent to 
equipment. Since MillPro TS-EA is noncorrosive, it can be used for nonemergency, routine maintenance without the need for 
special cleaning equipment.   

Safe for Workers and the Environment
MillPro TS-EA is nontoxic and biodegradable. Workers can enter the mill after an application without risk to personal safety.  
It is listed as a Surface Washing Agent by the EPA and will not harm the environment.

SETTING AN INDUSTRY STANDARD

FIRE SUPPRESSANT: A scientific approach to extinguishing fires.

The key to the Mill Pro system is an additive injected into the water. Whereas foam smothers a fire by 
separating the fuel from the oxygen and wetting agents merely reduce the surface tension of the water, MillPro 
Temperature Suppressant Encapsulating Agent, MillPro TS-EA, uses a more scientific approach to extinguishing 
fires, working simultaneously on three aspects of the fire tetrahedron:

1. MillPro TS-EA rapidly cools the fuel and surrounding mill structures to prevent reignition.
2. MillPro TS-EA encapsulates the fuel and dust rendering them permanently nonflammable.
3. MillPro TS-EA interrupts the free radical coalescence which reduces smoke and soot.

The combination of these three actions results in remarkably fast knockdown of fires with permanent  
burn back resistance. Once the solution is applied to the fire, it goes out and stays out.
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Patented
This document is submitted in confidence and is to be used solely for the purpose for which it is furnished. Any technical and other date 
contained in this document is provided for information only. Neither MillPro, ICT, HCT, Benetech nor its owners or employees accept 
responsibility for or should be taken as making any representation, warranty or guarantee (whether expressed or implied) as to the accuracy 
or completeness of such data or the achievement of any projected performance criteria where these are indicated. MillPro, Benetech, ICT and 
HCT reserve the right to revise or change this data at any time without further notice.
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